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About This Game

Evolving the shooter genre with its unique and exhilarating combination of fluid action and combat, Damnation features huge,
open environments, frenetic combat, daredevil a 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Adventure
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Blue Omega Entertainment
Publisher:
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Release Date: 22 May, 2009
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When I look back at this experience of a game, I try to search for something I found good or enjoyable about this game, which
the only thing I find is co-op. There is nothing good about this game. The combat is stiff. The characters are as interesting as
having a conversation with a stiff at a morgue. I wouldn't even suggest this game to people if they could somehow get it for free.
Don't play this game. Also would like to point out that the main character probably has a total of 10 lines of dialogue and is
flatter than a deflated ball.. Pro: great graphics especially atm the time. Great controls Fun gameplay Motor bikes steampunk
style Fun co op and arenas Voice chat Cons: few bugs nothing new to the game industry. Other than that none to speak of.. is
good game. having for the making of fun time and shoot bad guy(s). is much editing in config files to make shotgun 14000
ammo and spray gun pellet much everywhere. allies put ear to ground. hear buffalo. better when pakistani woman shot gun with
14000 speed no reload. score 9/11 its ok praise allah.. Not too bad, bit short and very buggy game, feels rushed and unfinished
but aside from that it's not terrible. The platforming system is pretty good, the gunplay is like Gears of War and there are some
parts where you can ride a bike that can drive on walls which is fun. Overall I'd give it a 6/10. Not good, certainly not great but a
fun little game to play coop.. It is, probably, the lowest scored game I have ever played. No brain killings, dozen of bugs, poor
AI, poor weapons, bad voice actingu2026 and A LOT of things "stolen" from Gears of War. After reading multiple reviews I
had thought this is the waste of my money but since there was not so many co-op games I decided to get it. After few
playthroughs I can sadly say that all prejudices were true: few clip offs the map, AI is "stupid like Nazis in WW2 movies", and
voicesu2026 just horrible. All seems like uglier brother of GoW. BUT there is something in this game which gets you in.
Something which makes you play it over again. Ugly duckling for sure but with good partner and some patience it may become
a swan. Steampunk setting gets into you somehow. Wild west style of cogs, blimps andu2026 steam bikes makes experience
unique. If you add to shootings some acrobatics in Lara Croft style, you have mix which is not as bad as some write about. I can
forgive this game all the bad because I can have GoW + Tomb Raider + Steampunk. And I will repeat myself again: steam bikes
are just cool.. Inconvenient controls, mediocre graphics. Doesn't worth even to be purchased on sales.. TPSCOOP40. It is,
probably, the lowest scored game I have ever played. No brain killings, dozen of bugs, poor AI, poor weapons, bad voice
actingu2026 and A LOT of things "stolen" from Gears of War. After reading multiple reviews I had thought this is the waste of
my money but since there was not so many co-op games I decided to get it. After few playthroughs I can sadly say that all
prejudices were true: few clip offs the map, AI is "stupid like Nazis in WW2 movies", and voicesu2026 just horrible. All seems
like uglier brother of GoW. BUT there is something in this game which gets you in. Something which makes you play it over
again. Ugly duckling for sure but with good partner and some patience it may become a swan. Steampunk setting gets into you
somehow. Wild west style of cogs, blimps andu2026 steam bikes makes experience unique. If you add to shootings some
acrobatics in Lara Croft style, you have mix which is not as bad as some write about. I can forgive this game all the bad because
I can have GoW + Tomb Raider + Steampunk. And I will repeat myself again: steam bikes are just cool.. GoW + Tomb Raider
+ Steampunk = A pretty cool game
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